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Section 11

GENERAL BUILDING CONTROL NOTES
General specification noted only, refer to the plans and sections for variations and further details.

FOUNDATIONS:
Site Preparation: The site of the works is to be cleared of turf & other vegetable matter & the area treated with weed killer.
All excavations to firm bearing ground and Building Control Officers' approval. Provide 600 x 225mm thick strip foundations under external walls and 450 x
225mm thick strip foundations under internal walls, with concrete to BS8500 designated mix RC25, with min. 150mm projection from face of 100mm thick
dense blockwork substructure walls. Foundations to be suitable for the addition of a 1st floor in future.

GROUND FLOOR:
Client chosen floor finish on 65mm sand/cement screed with underfloor heating pipes fixed in clips to insulation, on 500 gauge polythene Vapour Barrier on
100mm Celotex FF4000 insulation on 1200 gauge Visqueen or equal approved DPM/Radon barrier on 125mm Ground bearing rc slab, inc. A193 mesh with
min. 40mm bottom cover, on sand blinding on 150mm well compacted hardcore. Lay DPC on blockwork sub-structure walls under slab edges. Dpm/Radon
barrier to lap & be taped to Visqueen or equal approved DPC, taken up inner face of inner leaf and back in to coursing, to be lapped and taped to Cavity Tray
taken down across the cavity, to finish beneath Belcast, min. 150mm above Ground Level in outer leaf, to form a continuous moisture/Radon barrier. Provide
precast concrete lintels over service entries and drainage exits through foundations walls.
RADON: Provide 600 x 600mm honeycomb bond block built or equal approved proprietary Radon Sump under Dwelling, with not more than 15m in any
direction from the sump under footprint, with clean permeable fill hardcore surrounding; connected to 110mm  Upvc pipe terminated with an access plug
above ground min. 100mm from external walls, ready for a fan to be fitted if required.
GARAGE FLOOR: To be as above, without Insulation or Screed, unless Client confirms otherwise, in which case cast RC Slab on Vapour Barrier on
Insulation on DPM / Radon Barrier on sand blinding etc as above, Slab to fall 50mm over its length towards the Garage door.

EXTERNAL WALLS:
Min. 22mm smooth white render on 100mm dense blockwork outer leaf, 50mm clear cavity, 50mm Kingspan Kootherm K108 insulation, fixed to 100mm med-
density blockwork inner leaf to achieve 0.24W/m2K U-value, with Ancon HRT4 stainless steel wall ties with universal insulation retainers, at 750mm c/c
horizontally and 450mm c/c vertically. Ensure wall ties are at every course around door and window openings. Internal leaf finished with plasterboard on dabs
& 3mm min. thick plaster skim coat, with wood float thin render finish to plinth below DPC, with cavity wall weep holes @ 900mm cc over DPC.
Provide Thermabate insulated cavity closers to all window and door jambs. Provide lean mix cavity fill below ground level to be taken up to within 200mm of
horizontal DPC. All lintels in cavity walling to be Keystone Hi-therm Lintels to SE Details, with integral insulation, all lintels having 150mm min. end bearings.
Parapet walls lined with 25mm Celotex TB4000 insulation on inner face and over the top to prevent cold bridging to the inner leaf, with 18mm chipboard over
and GRP roofing membrane adhered to the chipboard.
GARAGE WALLS: To be as above, without Insulation, unless Client confirms otherwise.

INTERNAL WALLS:
100mm thick med. density blockwork with 12.5mm plasterboard on dabs and min. 3mm skim finish, with prestressed concrete lintels over internal door
openings, with min. 150mm end bearings.
Where applicable (e.g. in Bathrooms), partitions to hide Cistern etc to be 63 x 38mm CLS timber studs clad both sides with 1 layer 12.5mm Gyproc
Wallboard (min. density 10kg.m³) and skim coat plaster finish (1 layer Soundbloc on both sides for Ensuite/Bathroom). Pack 50mm sound deadening quilt
between studs. Sole-plate, 3 rows of noggins and 2no. 89 x 38mm CLS head-plates.
Where tiling (in Bathrooms/Kitchens etc), clad studwork with 12.5mm Knauf Aquapanel or equal approved tile backing board, with tile adhesive and tiles over.

FLAT ROOF:
Warm Roof construction of Polyroof 185 or equal approved cold, liquid-applied GRP flat roofing membrane on 18mm WBP ply deck, on 130mm Celotex
XR4000 on 500 gauge VCL on 18mm WBP ply deck on firrings to 1:60 falls, on Posi-joists to SE Details, installed in strict accordance with manufacturer's
details, lined internally with plasterboard and skim ceiling. Dress GRP roofing up parapet walls, with GRP membraneover top of parapet and dressed down
over, under wall capping. Use preformed GRP Capping trims over top of parapet walls. Parapet walls lined with 25mm Celotex TB4000 insulation on inner face
and over the top to prevent cold bridging to the inner leaf, with 18mm chipboard over and GRP roofing membrane adhered to the chipboard.
Roof to drain into 3no. Wade WC204 or equal approved 100mm  Flat Roof Outlets, fitted with T1501 plastic adaptors to allow solvent weld connection to
hidden 100mm  Upvc downpipes in Utility, Hall Cupbord & Master Bedroom Wardrobe as shown on Plan, to new Soakaway in rear garden. NB: Contractor to
confirm depth of insulation when ordering outlets, to ensure correct depth of outlet is provided.
Where indicated on Plan and Section, fit 6no. Velux CVP S06G INTEGRA electric opening Flat Roof Windows with clear polycarbonate cover, size 090090
(900 x 900mm) over Bathrooms, Utility and 2no. over Bedroom Hall; and 1no. Roof Maker triple-glazed Fixed Flat Rooflight, size 4200 x 1000mm over the
Kitchen.
GARAGE ROOF: To be as above, without Insulation, unless Client confirms otherwise. Flat Roof joists to be C16 47 x 195mm @ 600mm cc.

WINDOWS & EXTERNAL DOORS:
Grey powder coated aluminium triple-glazed with internal glazing beads and weatherstripped, to have low 'E' glass with 16mm argon filled cavity, to achieve
minimum U-value of 1.0W/m²K. Light area to be 1/10th of the floor area of each habitable room. Ventilation area to be 1/20th of the floor area, a part of which
can be 1.75m above floor level. All windows to be fitted with controllable trickle ventilators, to provide 8000mm² clear ventilation opening to habitable rooms &
4000mm² clear ventilation opening to all other rooms. Use Ruberoid Hyload insulated DPCs or equal approved at structural openings around windows and
external doors to minimize cold-bridging. All easily accessible doorsets and windows to be in acc. with BS publication PAS 24: 2015.
CRITICAL GLAZING:
Any glazing between finished floor level & 800mm above that level in internal and external walls & partitions and between floor level & 1500mm above that level
in a door or in a side panel & within 300mm from edge of door. Glazing to be designed to satisfy class C of BS 6206:1981, if it is installed in a door or a side
panel and has a pane exceeding 900mm, the requirements of class B of the same standard; toughened outer leaf double glazing.
GARAGE DOOR: To be Hormann Sectional Garage Door, spec. to be confirmed by the Client.
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A Client Amendments 06/09/17
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Stepped DPC  to finish
min. 150mm above
external Ground level,
with weep hole vents over

Lay DPC  under
Slab edge

DPC lapped and taped to
DPM, taken up inner face
of inner leaf and back in
to coursing, to be lapped
and taped to Cavity Tray

15mm Shadow Gap render
bead over top of 25 x
100mm skirting board, with
plasterbards on dabs with
skim finish over

Posi-joists to SE /
Manufacturer's Details

Direction of fall of Flat
Roof not shown, TBC by
Roofing Contractor

GRP flat roofing
membrane taken up and
over Parapet Wall which
will be covered with
25mm Celotex insulation
to prevent cold-bridging
of inner leaf

Lintel Beams to
SE Details

Lean mix cavity fill

Thermabate
Cavity Closer
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